Mining Operations
Efficient, Dense, Simple.
Any chip, any hardware, any currency.

PROSPECTUS
The following document is presented for informational purposes only. It is not intended to be, and is not, a prospectus, offering memorandum or private placement memorandum. The
information in this business plan may not be complete and may be changed, modified, or amended at any time by the company, and is not intended to, and does not, constitute
representations and warranties of the company.
The information in the business plan is also inherently forward-looking information. Among other things, the information: (1) discusses the company’s future expectations; (2) contains
projections of the company’s future results of operations or of its financial condition; and (3) states other “forward-looking” information. There may be events in the future that the
company cannot accurately predict or over which the company has no control, and the occurrence of such events may cause the company’s actual results to differ materially from the
expectations described herein.
This business plan constitutes confidential and proprietary information and may not be copied, faxed, reproduced or otherwise distributed, and the contents of this business plan may
not be disclosed, without the company’s express written consent.
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FULL DISCLOSURE:
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is up to date and accurate,
HavelockInvestments.com gives no warranty, either expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information in the enclosed
prospectus and accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss, damage or inconvenience caused as a result of reliance on such information.
This document does not constitute a legal agreement for the provision of products or services. The provision of any third-party
equipment, programs and services in addition to provision of the programs and services of HavelockInvestments.com detailed in this
document, shall be subject at all times to standard terms and conditions of business for such products and services applicable from time
to time.
HAVELOCKINVESTMENTS.COM RESERVES THE RIGHT TO AMEND, VARY OR WITHDRAW ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN
THIS DOCUMENT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.
This is HavelockInvestments.com offering of virtual units of the DTM Fund. Prior to the offering, a market did not exist for these units. The
virtual units have been approved for listing on the HavelockInvestments.com Market under the symbols “DTMA” and "DTMB" located at
www.havelockinvestments.com
Investing in virtual units involves risks which are described in the “Risk Factors” section of this prospectus.
RISK FACTORS
You should carefully consider the following factors as well as other information contained in this prospectus before deciding to invest in
units of the virtual units of this Fund.
Our Operating Results May Fluctuate Significantly Due to Factors Which Are Not Within Our Control
Not Insured • No Bank Guarantee • May Lose Value
Our quarterly operating results may fluctuate in the future based on a number of factors, many of which are not in our control. Crypto
Currencies acceptance and rejection as a whole may affect our ability to offer our services.
New regulations that are currently not part of the Crypto Currency realm may be signed into law. The value of Crypto Currencies has in
the past and will in the future fluctuate significantly due to factors which are not within our control. Please understand those risk factors
prior to purchasing any of our virtual units of our Fund.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This prospectus includes forward-looking statements. We have based these forward-looking statements on our current expectations and
projections about future events. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about
HavelockInvestments.com, including:
•
•
•
•

Our ability to identify trends in our target markets and to offer new services
Changes in our pricing policies and those of our competitors or partners
Our ability to compete successfully against direct and indirect competitors
Growth or demand for our services

We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the forward-looking events discussed in this prospectus might
not occur.
INFORMATION IN PROSPECTUS
You should rely only on the information contained in this prospectus. We have not, and have not authorized any other parties to provide
you with different information. If anyone provides you with different or inconsistent information, you should not rely on it. We are not
making an offer to sell these virtual units in any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted. You should assume that the
information appearing in this prospectus is accurate as of the date on the front cover of this prospectus only. Our business, financial
condition, results of operations and prospects may have changed since that date.
HAVELOCKINVESTMENTS.COM TERMS OF SERVICE
By visiting the website (HavelockInvestments.com) you agree that you have read and understood our Terms of Service which are found on the
HavelockInvestments.com website and you agree to abide by them. HavelockInvestments.com makes no investment recommendations and does
not provide financial, tax or legal advice. Any Fund symbols displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray a
recommendation to buy or sell a particular Fund. Online trading has inherent risk. System response and access times may vary due to market
conditions, system performance, volume and other factors. These Funds involve risk and are not suitable for all individuals. Please understand
these and additional risks before trading. Havelockinvestments.com does not solicit individuals or entities directly or indirectly as clients. By
visiting our site you agree that you have not been solicited by havelockinvestments.com or any of its officers, directors, managers, owners, agents
or representatives to do business with havelockinvestments.com or to purchase or consider the purchase of any of our funds; that you hereby
waive and forever abandon any right or remedy against havelockinvestments.com and/or any of its officers, directors, managers, owners, agents
or representatives under the law of the Republic of Panama. If you do not agree leave this website immediately. The Information is not directed at
any person in any jurisdiction where it is illegal or unlawful to access and use such information. Havelockinvestments.com disclaims all
responsibility if you access or download any information in breach of any law or regulation of the country in which you reside. Accordingly, all
persons who access this site are required to inform themselves of and to comply with all applicable restrictions in their home country.
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Introducing DataTank Mining
With millions of new Bitcoins generated by mining every year, mining is increasingly moving to a large
industrial scale. Annual hosting bills now exceed the cost of mining hardware itself, even at low-cost
locations such as Iceland, the Arctic Circle, or Russia and China.
The founders of DataTank Mining invested years of engineering time to pioneer a new efficient way of
Bitcoin mining. Hardware is deployed in immersion cooled container mining systems using 3M™
Novec™ Engineered Fluids without heatsinks, fans or other mechanical parts or cables. With integrated
power, networking and everything else required for mining, systems are universal, reusable, and most
importantly, faster online and less expensive to build and operate than other methods of deployment.

240kW DataTank 19-Inch Immersion Cooling Rack:
dense hardware deployments minimize fluid usage

The value of DataTank mining systems comes from extremely low costs, a simplified approach to
deployment, ultra-high densities, unparalleled cooling, power and deployment efficiencies, and the
reusability of all parts. Additional benefits include a modular and portable approach, with repeatable,
pre-engineered, prefabricated, and quality-assured building blocks that together bring online the exact
hardware and infrastructure needed for efficient mining.
By eliminating thousands of duplicate parts, production cost and deployment time are cut dramatically.
The result, in addition to less expensive infrastructure, is cheaper mining hardware that can go to work
weeks earlier, in more economic, universal and reusable mining facilities, ensuring more mining income.
Without moving parts, systems operate silent, dust free and more reliable.

DataTank Mining: 1.2MW Immersion Cooled Modular Mining System

Passive 2-phase immersion cooling is 4000 times more efficient than air cooling and cooling electricity
is reduced to almost zero (less than 1%). With ultra-dense hardware deployments (1,000kW of mining
hardware in a space smaller than the bed of a pickup truck), mining clusters by far exceed the power
density and heat dissipation of the world's top supercomputers.
Fluids are filled only once, last for 30 years, and volumes are minimized for lowest costs.
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Passive Two-Phase Immersion Cooling Explained
In a two-phase immersion cooled system, electronic components are submerged into a bath of dielectric
heat transfer liquids, which are much better heat conductors than air, water or oil. With their various low
boiling points (ie. 49°C vs. 100°C in water), the fluids boil on the surface of heat generating components
and rising vapor passively takes care of heat transfer.
In contrast to submersion oil cooling, liquids are clean, non-greasy, environmentally friendly and nonflammable. No heatsinks, pumps and jets are required to keep hardware cool. Circulation happens
passively by the natural process of evaporation and without spending any extra energy.
It is this simplicity that eliminates conventional cooling hardware and results in better cooling efficiency.
Compared to traditional air, water or oil cooling, this passive process results in the use of much less
energy.

Higher Density
Systems without restrictions and overhead of traditional cooling have a number of advantages: higher
density (>200kW per rack), improved performance, and the possibility for applications that would
otherwise be impractical with other cooling methods.
Eliminates Heat Transfer Overhead
Our passive immersion cooled systems free the designer from all the overhead of a heat transfer
system. Engineers can focus on building their application instead of finding ways to get the heat out.
Future-Proof (future hardware works without any changes)
With traditional cooling, an enormous amount of resources is spent on redesigning the cooling system
with each generation. In an immersion cooled system, new hardware does not require any resources for
the heat transfer process.
Improved Performance and Reliability
Hardware benefits from lower junction temperatures and improved performance, no temperature
swings or hot spots, and generally runs more reliable.
Extremely Clean
Should a board ever have to leave the bath, it will come out dry. It won't be wet, sticky or oily. Fluids
have an excellent environmental, health and safety profile, do not deplete ozone and have a very low
global warming potential. They are non-toxic and non-flammable.
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Double Hashrate with DataTank Mining
The annual hosting cost of mining hardware, even at
low-cost hosting locations such as Iceland, now
exceeds the cost of ASIC hardware itself. In the future,
this will become more significant as hardware is being
sold closer to its marginal cost.
By using DataTank Mining instead of traditional
hosting, miners can double the hashrate and capacity
while investing the same amount of money. Or cut the
investment in half while still getting the same hashrate.
Example: DataTank annual cost for 1kW = $18 * 12
months = $216/year vs. prices in Iceland $137 * 12
months + $35 setup = $1679/year. At the same time,
1kW of ASIC hardware including the one-time
acquisition of 1kW of DataTank capacity cost much
less to produce, even at today's hardware prices. As a
result, miners get a higher hashrate and better return
for the same investment.
Most of the cost related to traditional cooling cannot
be recovered: increased engineering cost, enclosures,
heat sinks, fans, power supplies, cables, labor,
logistics for components and devices, assembly,
maintenance and more. All this can be avoided, making hardware less expensive and available for
mining much earlier. Systems are reusable and units can be sold to recover investments.
Impact of Rapid Deployment on Profit
Being online several difficulty adjustments earlier has an enormous impact on profits. DataTank Mining
focuses on getting boards online as fast as possible, instead of spending valuable time and money at
engineering, manufacturing, sourcing and assembly of case and cooling solution, or packaging and
logistics. Hardware becomes much cheaper and moves online faster.
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Due to minimized manufacturing time and prefabricated DataTank mining systems with standardized
DataTank mining slots, deployment can be carried out in hours, instead of days or weeks. This allows
capturing much more mining income in comparison to other deployment methods.
The wash-rinse-repeat effect of DataTank systems on profitability becomes even stronger with additional
new deployments of mining hardware, a compelling competitive advantage.
Integrated and Reusable Power Distribution
At today's hardware prices, low voltage (12VDC) power supplies and power distribution to mining devices
account for 20-25% of total direct hardware cost of a mining cluster. While hardware is getting cheaper,
the relative cost of power supplies is going up. It is not unlikely, just as with server systems (without CPU
and memory), that sooner or later the cost of the PSU will exceed the rest of the box. Furthermore, AC
side electricity upgrades, high voltage power distribution and related costs are often overlooked when
building a mining cluster.
DataTank systems are built with 100% reusable, integrated and highly efficient power distribution on both
sides, AC and DC. With a plug-and-play design, without cables or wires, significant time is saved during
deployment. Material cost is kept at the lowest possible and manual labor is minimized.
DataTank Power Distribution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated and pre-installed (12V & 5V)
No connecting of wires, no manual installation
Mining boards simply slide in and out of backplane slots
Highly efficient server grade digitally controlled power supplies
80Plus Platinum Certified (>95% efficiency, even in air with running fans)
Made to immersion cooling specs for optimum performance output
Immersion cooled, no active fans in PSU units
Current sharing, PMBus 1.2 compliant, Active PFC
AC digitally controlled and networked, remote on/off switching
Automatic board monitoring, reporting, power cycling
High current AC power distribution with room to grow (max 800A 3-phase)
Works with wide range of power feed voltages for highest efficiencies

DataTank Design Guidelines for ASIC board manufacturers can be found here (PDF).
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About DataTank Mining
The Company
DataTank Mining is a technology company headquartered in Hong Kong. The business is focused on
building mining systems at locations with the lowest electricity prices and using the most efficient mining
infrastructure available to maximize return on investment.
The company occupies the third floor of an industrial building, where prototypes are being built and
hardware is produced in a self-owned production line (SMD, CNC). While finished DataTank systems
are being built in the US and Germany, this is where the company's application engineers have
developed most of the technology behind the systems.
The Founders
Before DataTank Mining, the founders have invested years in building some of the largest and most
efficient Bitcoin mining clusters at Allied Control, and have an exclusive agreement with the company to
build and purchase DataTank mining systems at internal costs.

Prior to developing immersion cooled mining clusters, and with the Bitcoin still under $5, the team
spent private time on FPGA and GPU systems, and worked for international companies such as Fuji,
Nokia, Connecta and Lik Sang.
The team's recent track record includes building immersion cooled mining clusters, contract
manufacturing of tens of thousands of FPGA and ASIC boards in their self-owned production line,
designing the world’s first commercial 2-phase immersion cooling system for 3M Novec Engineered
fluids, and winning the Best Green ICT Award 2014 for building the world’s most efficient data center.
Founders:
•
•
•
•

Kar-Wing Lau, 37 years, Chief Operations Officer
Jim Setterholm, 37 years, Chief Deployment Officer
Alex Kampl, 39 years, Chief Cluster Architect
Tony Wong, 45 years Chief of Hardware Production

Some of our previous work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

YouTube: ASICMiner Bitcoin Cluster Hong Kong
Analysis of Large Scale Industrial Bitcoin Mining Operations
Why DataTank Immersion Cooling is cheaper than anything else for Bitcoin mining
Case Study Uptime Institute Symposium: Immersion-2 System
Bitcoin 2-Phase Immersion Cooling & Implications for High Performance Computing
2-Phase Immersion Cooling Concept for Intel® Xeon Phi™ Coprocessor Cluster
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DataTank Mining IPO
DataTank Mining is offering units of capacity ("units") of DataTank container mining systems via Bitcoin
IPO in order to raise funds. One unit represents 0.01 Kilowatt (kW). 100 units are one 1 kW block. A full
DataTank container mining system consists of 6 tanks with a nominal rating of at least 200kW each, or
at least 1200kW (1.2MW) per container.
Initial operating costs (OpEx) are projected at $18 per kW per month (or $10.81/TH or $0.01/GH
respectively as of today) in comparison to $100 to $200 in traditional data centers, including mining and
cooling electricity cost, rent, on-site staff, maintenance, security, insurance, safety margin and all other
expenses. DataTank Mining will charge a fixed 20% fee in addition to operating expenses. True
operating costs are passed through to unit holders and reports will be released for transparency.
Turn-key DataTank costs are as low as $0.50-0.65/W ($500-$650/kW), including on-site expenses and
everything required to start mining. This compares to $6 to $10/W for the lowest brick-and-mortar free
cooling (fans only) build-out costs, or $3/W for oil cooling or traditional data center container turn-key
cost (all at much lower density, without power supplies/distribution, networking or mining servers,
requiring a lot of additional device cooling or enclosure parts).

The Asset (Units for Sale)
For initial fund raising, two different types of units are available. Units can be purchased directly, and
after an initial private sale period also via public sale on HavelockInvestments.com.
Units
A
B

Havelock Capacity Hardware
DTMA
0.01kW
0.01kW
DTMB
0.01kW
-

Unit Price (BTC)
0.0280
0.0115

USD
Note
$17.64 Reusable capacity + Hardware
$7.25 Capacity only

Important: Material costs and expenses are paid in in fiat money. DataTank Mining reserves the right to adjust unit
prices of new capacity based on BTC/USD valuation.
Example unit allocation:

Units
A
B

Quantity
100
100

Capacity
1 kW
1 kW

Hardware Example:
ASICMiner (1.66TH/s)
[no hardware]

Example of Income Source:
100% direct mining, digital marketplace, etc
20% franchising, 100% rent, bidding model, etc

"A" Unit Holders purchase capacity + mining devices. 100% of the income generated is paid out to
unit holders. Funds raised via "A" units are used to build DataTank mining systems and mining
hardware, "A" units are therefore more expensive than "B" units below.
"B" Unit Holders purchase capacity only (no mining hardware). This capacity is made available on the
market and used by third party miners (mining organizations, end-users) for appropriate market prices,
bidding models, or special franchising agreements with ASIC manufacturers (ie. 80/20 franchising, 20%
of mining income goes to holder of "B" units), or used by unit holders for self-mining. 100% of the
income generated is paid out to unit holders.
*In case of economic changes until deployment, DataTank Mining will focus on more economic or
better performing hardware (28nm, 20nm, etc), diversify hardware, chips or currencies to achieve best
possible ROI and minimize investment risks. See "Insurance" and "Hardware Acquisition Strategy".
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Reference Unit to Capacity Table
For ease of understanding, the table below shows the relationship between units and capacity:
Units/Shares
1
100
1,000
10,000
20,000
120,000

W
10
1,000
10,000
100,000
200,000
1,200,000

kW
0.01
1
10
100
200
1,200

MW
0.00001
0.001
0.01
0.1
0.2
1.2

Note

1/2 Tank
1 Tank
6 Tanks

1-Month OpEx
$0.18
$18
$180
$1,800
$3,600
$21,600

Bulk Buyers / Board Members
Buyers of 60,000 units or more are eligible to be members of the board (see board member privileges).
Unit Exchange
Units will be offered on the public exchange platform at HavelockInvestments.com after the IPO. Before
exchange listing, units can only be traded privately.
Dividend Payments
Profits will be paid weekly in form of dividends. First payments are expected when the initial hardware
is deployed, 3-6 months after successful fund raising. Priority will be given in order of unit acquisition
date: unit holders who invest first will have hardware online first and receive dividend payments first.
Initial Deployment Capacity
DataTank Mining will deploy up to 10 container mining systems (12MW / 24 PH / 60 Tanks) within 3-6
months of successful completion of the IPO (ie. Q3 and Q4 of 2014). Two locations with renewable
electricity at around $0.02 per kWh are available. One location is within the USA, a second location is
available with similar electricity cost, in a free trade zone with favorable climate and no import or export
restrictions.
This 2014 capacity is the equivalent of 24PH/s of Bitcoin mining hardware (>20% of the total network
hashrate) at current hardware performance, and a significant amount of Scrypt mining capacity that can
be added in spare slots or deployed in dedicated tanks.
Fundraising Target for Successful Completion
The fundraising target is to sell enough units to deploy a minimum of five (5) container mining systems
with 1.2MW each. If the raised funds (considering the BTC price) are sufficient, the IPO is deemed
successful.
Voluntary Reinvestment
As 100% of income is paid to unit holders, there is no fixed reinvestment percentage or schedule.
However, DataTank Mining recommends unit holders to reserve 20% of earnings for reinvestment to
replace outdated/inefficient mining hardware and fund additional capacity.
This way, investors are in control over reinvestments individually and decide autonomously if and when
reinvestments are being made.
Moreover, DataTank Mining intends to establish a reinvestment program at favorable market rates for
existing unit holders.
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Board Member Privileges
Holders of at least 60,000 units will be granted special privileges as members of the board, which
include:
•
•
•
•

Reviewing of company operating and other costs.
Early access to goods for sale if available.
Submit suggestions, ideas and business plans for review by the company.
Preferential privilege to operate remote clusters, with or without dedicated capacity.

In certain circumstances, such as conflict of interest, the company may refuse to exercise individual
board member privileges upon shareholder motion.
Transparency, Financial Statements and Audits
The company will publish financial statements frequently after initial deployment. A certified audit (an
audit of financial statement prepared by a Certified Public Accountant) will be ordered at least once or
twice per year in order to make calculation of operating expenses transparent.
Insurance
•

In case production cost of final mining hardware is lower than raised funds or there is a
significant movement in Bitcoin price, the difference will be paid back in form of additional units
or via dividend payments or both. Two examples below for the easy of understanding and
illustrative purpose:
Example of higher Bitcoin value: An investor buys one (1) "A" unit at IPO. The Bitcoin value
doubles before funds are converted to purchase materials. Hardware cost and DataTank cost
remaining unchanged, the same investment can now build double of the original capacity and
an additional unit will be issued: the investor now holds total two (2) "A" units. The investor may
also receive additional "B" units or change refunded as special dividend.
Example of lower hardware cost: An investor buys one (1) "A" unit at IPO. If the hardware cost is
cut in half until funds are converted to purchase components and/or boards. The same
investment can now build more than the originally intended hashrate and capacity, and
additional units will be issued. The investor may also receive additional "B" units or get
remaining amounts refunded as special dividend.

•

DataTank Mining will deploy its own 20% capacity in parallel and not before capacity of public
units, while always giving priority to capacity of public unit holders on days of deployment.
Consequently, concerns towards favoritism of own capacity can be avoided. It is in the best
interest of DataTank Mining to have ALL hardware online at the earliest time possible.

•

DataTank Mining has an agreement with Allied Control to buy back container mining systems at
fair market value in case DataTank Mining is forced to cease operations. Similar agreements
exist for fluids.

Buyout or Dissolution
In the event that DataTank Mining or its capacity is bought by another private or public entity, the
holders of our virtual units will be entitled to the equivalent of the best market price in BTC at the
completion of the purchase.
In the event that DataTank Mining can no longer stay solvent or can no longer continue its operations
for whatever reason that may arise in the future, the company’s assets will be liquidated and all
remaining Fiat Currency and Crypto Currency after paying any creditors will be converted to Bitcoins at
the best rate applicable at that time and distributed to the holders holding virtual units at the time of
dissolution.
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Business Strategy
The long-term goal is to be a market leader by providing capacity and managed mining services to unit
holders, mining for Bitcoin and any of the other currencies of importance, and maintaining a substantial
portion of the total network.
The company has built a network of partners, resources and contacts in Asia, Europe and the USA.
Benefits
Public investors benefit from the most efficient mining solution on the market for the lowest cost,
drastically reduced operating costs, purchasing mining hardware at internal prices, increased buying
power, and an asset that can be reused and resold on the open market.
DataTank Mining benefits by building an additional 20% of capacity for self-mining and by charging a
20% fee on operating expenses to run the clusters (ie. 20% of $18/kW per month). The DataTank
creators also get to demonstrate their system on a large scale, by deploying and cooling the world's
hottest hardware more efficient than anyone else.
Main Revenue Sources
•
•
•
•
•

Maximize direct and indirect mining income for unit holders.
Franchising or leasing spare capacity for profit share.
ASIC co-location and hosting directly or with strategic partners.
Introduction of spare capacity via bidding model.
Digital marketplace, contracts, cloud mining.

Market Place
Hosted hardware can be directed at DataTank Mining servers without further cost, or run completely
independent and directed towards external systems or mining pools.
For systems operated through DataTank Mining servers, the company will provide various means to
maximize return on investment (ROI), such as offering hashrate on digital market places, contracts,
cloud mining or sell capacity via bidding model. Unit holders can opt-out or control capacity directly.
DataTank Mining will actively engage in finding users for spare capacity, produce ASIC hardware and
collaborate with unit holders, mining organizations and ASIC manufacturers to improve ROI and run on
full capacity at any given moment.
New Standard for Digital Mining
DataTank Mining is a mining operation focused on building the world's most efficient and fastest
growing network of mining clusters. The core strategy is centered on maximizing return on investment,
rapid deployment of mining clusters, and eliminating anything that increases risks and doesn't
contribute to efficiency. The company is committed to pioneer a new standard for digital mining.
Efficiency
In the world of Bitcoin, where efficiency is the single most important factor deciding over profit or loss,
the key to the efficient operation of DataTank Mining are immersion cooled container mining systems
which allow inexpensive, efficient and rapid deployment of ASIC clusters at unprecedented power and
performance densities per square foot.
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Hardware Acquisition Strategy
Our strategy for mining hardware acquisition is central to the business plan of DataTank Mining.
Focus on Capacity Instead of Hardware
DataTank Mining focuses on adding mining capacity to the network first and foremost, instead of
placing investment bets on certain pieces of mining hardware and to engage in a race against time and
rising network difficulties. To reduce investment risks and maximize returns, the company will use a
flexible approach and aim for the most economic chips with demonstrated efficiencies in time for
deployment, no earlier than that.
DataTank Mining will not commit to a single hardware manufacturer and will refrain from making downpayments too early or use chips and boards without proven track record. Due to our past experience
producing ASIC boards with chips from ASICMiner, our current estimations are based on in-house
produced AM BE 200 hardware – in order to find a common nominator, and to rule out many of the risk
factors encountered by relying on third parties for hardware delivery.
Having the most efficient hardware in time remains the biggest risk for investments into Bitcoin mining,
hence it is in the interest of unit holders and DataTank Mining to schedule hardware acquisition and
wait for deployment capacity to be almost ready. This strategy will allow us to minimize risks and
maximize the return on investment, without taking a gamble like many other failed mining operations.
ASICs, GPUs, Currencies, Algorithms
In order to ensure long term profits, DataTank Mining operations are not limited to Bitcoin and will mine
using any hardware for any currency or any algorithm. Hardware to choose from will be made available
to unit holders as it becomes available. DataTank Mining is actively engaging with ASIC companies and
board manufacturers and will take part in manufacturing in-house if necessary, to ensure most efficient
hardware is produced in the desired form factor and quantities. Furthermore, DataTank Mining is
working with a Taiwanese manufacturer on a GPU system with hundreds of GPUs per tank.
Manufacturing Partnerships
In addition to the already established ASIC companies, there will be more new ASIC and board
manufacturers on the market in the near future. DataTank Mining will carefully consider which chip to
use, collaborate with hardware manufacturers and engage in or subcontract immersion blade
manufacturing.
With capacity deployed and in place, DataTank Mining will be a meaningful client for any chip
manufacturer, no matter what currency or algorithm. If needed, a strategy of diversifying hardware
suppliers will be followed. The company will also consider special agreements with manufacturers to
the advantage of unit holders and manufacturers alike.
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DataTank Key Facts
DataTank Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•

$18/kW total operating cost per kW/month
(all in, including mining cluster electricity, cooling, full time staff, rent)
10 days or less to pay full infrastructure
(heatsink miners will probably need longer than that to wait for FedEx and plugin their fans)
0 days to pay infrastructure on second deployment
$0.50-0.65/W full infrastructure cost, including site prep (first deployment, $0 thereafter)
PUE <1.01 (less than 1% for cooling electricity – $173/month or $0.0002/ kWh for 1.2MW)

In addition, availability of free cooling may reduce cost by automatically disabling cooling equipment,
eliminate cooling modules, or allow sharing of cooling module with several clusters.
Reference Case 2PH ASICMiner BE200 Hardware
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DataTank Container Unit 1.2MW
2,400 DataTank Immersion Blades (80x AM BE 200/board)
600x PSU, managed networking, servers
<$820/T (<$0.82/G) total cluster with deployed DataTank system on-site
<$532/T (<$0.54/G) total cluster with power, servers, networking (no DataTank System)
<$438/T (<$0.44/G) cluster only without power, servers, networking (no DataTank System)
Produced in-house by DataTank Mining
Estimated chip price based on recent data, future price may be lower

Other Hardware and Currencies
DataTank systems are compatible with any hardware, including with chips from Spondoolies Tech,
InnoSilicon, Hashra, HashFast, GridSeed, Cointerra, Butterfly Labs, Bitfury, Alcheminer, Avalon,
ASICminer and more. Bitcoin, Scrypt, any other hardware, including GPU, CPU or FPGA mining.
Relationships with some of these manufacturers exist and an effort by different parties is being made to
produce a wide range of immersion blades, including Scrypt ASICs.
DataTank Design Guidelines for ASIC board manufacturers can be found here (PDF).
No heatsinks, no fans, no noise, no dust.
Production Capacity
DataTank Mining has the capability to deploy 5-10 DataTank containers per month starting from
January 2015. Containers will be produced depending on demand and focus will be operating existing
systems at full capacity before new systems are being offered on the market.
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Revenue Forecast and Profit Model 1.2MW
Reference data based on today's known facts including safety margin. Several advantages are hard to
calculate and not reflected, such as reduced total investment, doubled hashrate, lower hardware cost,
or faster deployment time. Estimates include all costs for the DataTank Mining operation, such as 20%
fee on OpEx and 20% additional capacity.
1. Example Direct Mining 2PH Bitcoin
Cluster Cost: 2025 BTC | DataTank Cost: 1100 BTC | A units: 111.6k | IPO Price: 0.028 BTC
Time

Month 01
Month 02
Month 03
Month 04
Month 05
Month 06

Diff (MM)

12750
19125
28688
43032
64548
96822

USD/BTC

630
630
630
630
630
630

Operating Cost

Profit BTC

$25,946
$25,946
$25,946
$25,946
$25,946
$25,946

2207.14
1457.70
958.05
624.97
402.92
254.89
Total Dividends:
Per Unit:
6-Month Yield:

Dividends BTC

2207.14
1457.70
958.05
624.97
402.92
254.89
5,905.67
0.05
176%

At current difficulty estimates (+50% per month) the cluster would turn profits for 10 months in total. If
available and economically feasible, new or different hardware could be deployed earlier for best
returns. With infrastructure already paid for, a second deployment will yield higher profits.
2. Example Franchising ASICMiner Hardware 80/20
DataTank Cost: 1100 BTC | PSU+PD: ~0.16 BTC/kW | B units: 111.6k | IPO Price: 0.0115 BTC
Time

Month 01
Month 02
Month 03
Month 04
Month 05
Month 06

Diff (MM)

12750
19125
28688
43032
64548
96822

USD/BTC

630
630
630
630
630
630

Mining BTC

Dividends BTC

2207.14
1457.70
958.05
624.97
402.92
254.89
Total Dividends:
Per Unit:
6-Month Yield:

441.43
291.54
191.61
124.99
80.58
50.98
1,181.13
0.0106
86%

3. Colocation / Hosting (no hardware investment risk):
Based on the examples above, charging ~$60/kW for hosting will result in annual yields of 100%
without hardware investment risk.
In order to maximize return on investment, spare capacity will be prioritized for direct mining,
franchising or strategic partnerships with manufacturers or large mining operators, and for bidding
models or other revenue sources.
DataTank Mining units generate continuous profits. This is in contrast to investments into pure mining
operations, which will lose value over time until they become inefficient and worthless.
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Contact Details
Website:
Twitter:
Email:
Skype:
Phone:

http://www.datatank-mining.com
http://www.twitter.com/DataTankMining
admin@datatank-mining.com
DataTankMining
+852 81701042

Physical Address:
DataTank Mining Limited
3/F Global Trade Centre
15 Wing Kin Road
Kwai Chung, N.T.
Hong Kong
Corporate Address:
Unit 1010, 10/F, Miramar Tower
132 Nathan Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Deployment Locations:
North#1 Mining Site (US Pacific Northwest)
South#2 Mining Site (Central America)
Asia#1 Mining Site (China)

Business Development
For future expansion, DataTank Mining is also looking for additional sites and site operators at locations
with favorable environments, preferably near green/renewable energy and with engineering backgrounds.
•
•

•

Site Requirements: At least 1.5MW available, low electricity rates, space. Containers can be
installed indoors (floor height 3 meter or 10 foot) or outdoors.
Site Operators: Technical oriented, capable to manage installation, operation, and maintenance of
equipment, utilities, structures. Ensures maintenance of electrical, water, and air systems and other
real property. Oversees and secures facility. IT/networking/electronics desirable.
Data Centers or Mine Operators: Data centers are encouraged to trial capacity via publicly
available units, secure board membership, and submit business plans for remote site deployment.
DataTank Mining is interested to work with existing data center to switch out existing capacity on
future deployments, or add additional capacity via DataTank infrastructure.

Interested parties please send an email to admin@datatank-mining.com (preferably with the relevant title
above in the subject field). Please include as much information as possible, including track record,
schedule/availability, contact details, references and relevant technical information. Groups are also
welcome.
Please note that emails regarding business development won't be responded to for the time being until
significant progress is being made.
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